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 1 Putting Shropshire’s Safety First 

Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority 
13 February 2008 

 
 

Fire and Rescue Performance Assessment 
2007 Outcomes 
 
 
Report of the Chief Fire Officer 
For further information about this report please contact Alan Taylor, Chief Fire Officer, 
on 01743 260201. 
 
 
1 Purpose of Report 
 

This report advises Members of the achievements of Shropshire and Wrekin 
Fire Authority (SWFA) in the most recent Performance Assessment 
conducted by the Audit Commission during 2007. 
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Recommendations 
 
The Fire Authority is asked to: 
 
a) Note the contents of the report and of the Audit Commission’s 

analysis of the national results; 
b) Note the results of benchmarking SWFA results both nationally and 

regionally; 
c) Note the concerns and issues raised by officers with regard to the Fire 

and Rescue Performance Assessment for 2008; and 
d) Determine whether it wishes to apply for Comprehensive 

Performance Assessment re-categorisation. 
 

 
 
3 Background 
 

During June 2003, the Government presented to Parliament a White Paper 
entitled ‘Our Fire and Rescue Service’, which appeared to throw very serious 
doubt upon the future viability of SWFA.  The White Paper seriously 
questioned the ability of smaller authorities to cope with modernisation as 
follows: 

 
“As new approaches to fire cover and to human resources set out 
in this White paper are developed, it will become increasingly 
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difficult for many fire authorities, particularly smaller ones, to cope 
with the expectations of the public.” (Paragraph 4) 
 
“In essence, there are too many small fire authorities, which 
struggle to provide a cost-effective service because of their size.  
Several authorities have only around 500 staff.  14 have less that 
700.  It will become increasingly difficult for such small authorities 
to deliver the more efficient service required.” (Paragraph 4.4) 

 
On a more positive note for SWFA, however, the Government also took the 
opportunity to introduce new arrangements for auditing the performance of fire 
and rescue authorities (FRAs); described in the White Paper as follows:  
 

The Audit Commission will take over the role of quality assurance 
and inspection ….. to support improvement and build towards the 
introduction of Comprehensive Performance Assessment for the 
Fire Service.” (Paragraph 5.12) 

 
The first Fire Comprehensive Performance Assessment (fire CPA) was 
undertaken by the Audit Commission during 2005.  This has since been 
supported by annual performance assessments, which comprise three scored 
elements that assess the progress of FRAs on modernisation.  The elements 
of the assessment are as follows: 

 
• A direction of travel assessment on the extent of improvement or 

deterioration in service delivery in the last year; 
 

• A use of resources assessment on how the service manages its 
finances, including an explicit judgement on the extent to which the 
service provides value for money; and 

 
• A service assessment, which looks at how effectively the fire service 

plans and responds to emergencies and incidents for local residents 
and businesses. 

 
This paper describes the outcomes of the most recent performance 
assessment made public by the Audit Commission on 31 January 2008. 

 
4 SWFA Results 
 

The Audit Commission publish individual scorecards for all FRAs in England.  
The scorecard applicable to SWFA is attached at Appendix A and can also be 
accessed on the Audit Commission’s web site at:  
 

http://cpa.audit-commission.gov.uk/FireScorecard.aspx?TaxID=107370 
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Members will note from the scorecard that the main findings of the Audit 
Commission for SWFA are as follows: 
 
Overall Performance of SWFA 
“This is an authority that is improving strongly having demonstrated Good 
overall performance in 2005.” 
 
Direction of Travel 
Performing Strongly (the highest of four categories) 
 
Use of Resources 
Score 3 = Performing well – consistently above minimum requirements 
 
Service Assessment 
Score 4 = Performing strongly – well above minimum requirements 
 
In addition to detailing the scored performance of SWFA, the scorecard also 
provides written summaries to support the ‘direction of travel’ and ‘service 
assessments.’  Both summaries are extremely positive and in addition to 
highlighting successes already achieved they also provide a positive outlook 
for SWFA with regards to further improvements.   

 
5 National Reporting and Benchmarking 

 
In addition to individual scorecards for FRAs, the Audit Commission also 
published on 31 January 2008 their national report, entitled ‘Fire and rescue 
performance assessment – Scores and analysis of performance in fire and 
rescue authorities 2007’, a copy of which is attached as Appendix B to this 
report.   
 
Unlike in last year’s national report, SWFA are not included as a case study.  
There are, however, a number of positive references to our Service as 
follows: 
 
• “For example, Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service works with Age 

Concern to increase home fire safety visits for vulnerable older people.” 
(Page 12) 

 
• “For example, Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service doubled the 

number of home fire risk assessments carried out by retained 
firefighters last year. As a result, risks have been lowered significantly 
for residents in rural areas.” 
(Page 14) 

 
• “The more successful services, such as Merseyside Fire and Rescue 

Service and Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service, have built a 
performance culture throughout their organisations.” 
(Page17 ) 
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Members will also note that the report contains (as an Appendix) a breakdown 
of the scores for all 46 English FRAs, which enables the performance of 
SWFA to be benchmarked against all other FRAs.  The main point to note is 
that SWFA is one of just five to have achieved the highest ‘direction of travel’ 
judgement of ‘improving strongly.’  The other FRAs achieving this level are 
Kent, Cheshire, London and Lancashire. 
 
By scoring the 2005 CPA results on a scale of five for excellent down to one 
for poor, a comparison of all scores/judgements for the five highest performing 
FRAs can be achieved as shown in the chart below: 
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The chart highlights the following: 
 
• Kent, having been only one of two FRAs to achieve ‘excellent’ in the 

2005 CPA, were not required to undertake the ‘service assessment' in 
2007.  Having achieved the highest possible scores for ‘direction of 
travel’ and ‘use of resources’ they can, however, be seen to have the 
highest average score of all FRAs. 

 
• SWFA and our near neighbour Cheshire have achieved identical 

outcomes, which include maximum scores for both ‘direction of travel’ 
and ‘service assessment’.   

 
• London’s performance is below that of both SWFA and Cheshire with 

regard to ‘service assessment’. 
 

• Lancashire are making good progress from a low CPA rating but 
remain some way behind SWFA and others in the group. 
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6 Regional Benchmarking 
 
Using the same process as described above for national benchmarking, the 
following comparisons can be achieved for all FRAs in the West Midlands 
region: 
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Although all FRAs in the West Midlands region achieved ratings of ’good’ for 
CPA in 2005, this year’s results show a number of variations in most recent 
performance, including the following: 
 
• SWFA was the only FRA in the region to attain the highest rating of 

‘improving strongly’ for the ‘direction of travel’ audit.  Staffordshire and 
West Midlands were assessed as ‘improving well’, while Hereford and 
Worcestershire and Warwickshire each achieved an ‘improving 
adequately’ rating. 

 
• All FRAs in the region were assessed as ‘performing well’ on the ‘use 

of resources’ assessment. 
 

• Only SWFA and Hereford and Worcestershire achieved the highest 
rating of ‘performing strongly’ for the ‘service assessment’.  
Staffordshire achieved ‘performing well’, whilst West Midlands and 
Warwickshire were both assessed as having achieved ‘adequate 
performance’. 
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7 Fire and Rescue Performance Assessment 2008 
 

The Audit Commission have made clear that Fire CPA is being replaced by 
Comprehensive Area Assessment (CAA) from April 2009.  They also state 
that CAA will provide the first independent assessment of the prospects for 
local areas and the quality of life for people living there.  The main difference 
will be that SWFA will not be assessed in isolation but will be assessed as to 
how well its fire and rescue service works together with local councils, the 
police and other agencies to improve the quality of life in the local area.   
 
This means that the Fire and Rescue Performance Assessment for 2008 will 
be the last in the current format.  Maintaining the very high standards 
achieved in the 2007 audits (as described in this paper) will be very difficult 
and there are a number of factors, which officers would wish to bring to the 
attention of Members of the Fire Authority as follows: 
 
CPA Score 
 
Unless Members decide to apply for re-categorisation (see Section 8 below) 
the CPA rating of ‘good’ achieved in 2005 will remain applicable for 2008. 
 
Direction of Travel 
 
This mainly measures improvement or deterioration in service delivery, 
including the delivery of national framework priorities.  Performance against 
Best Value Performance Indicators is regularly monitored by the Authority’s 
Audit and Performance Management Committee and no major difficulties are 
currently anticipated in continuing to drive improvement against these 
indicators. 
 
For the 2008 performance assessment, however, an additional requirement 
relating to equality and diversity has been introduced for those FRAs wishing 
to achieve (or maintain) the highest rating on ‘direction of travel.’  The current 
Fire and Rescue Service Equality and Diversity Strategy 2008-2018 
consultation document contains the following statement:    
 

The Commission’s scored Direction of Travel Assessment will state 
how well the Authority has performed since the last assessment and 
whether it is considered that it will continue to improve. Scores will 
be linked to progress on equality and diversity and achievement of 
the Equality Standard for Local Government (ESLG).  For example 
Fire and Rescue Authorities will not normally be assessed as 
improving strongly without reaching ESLG Level 3. 

 
Officers have noted this requirement and have made arrangements for the 
Service to be externally assessed against Level 3 of the Equality Standard for 
Local Government during August 2008. 
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Use of Resources 
 
Members will be aware from the attached national report that only four FRAs 
achieved the top grading for the ‘use of resources’ assessment, these being 
Greater Manchester, Kent and Medway, Merseyside and West Yorkshire.  
Members will also be aware that our own grading was only marginally below 
maximum and that our finance department, consisting of only four members of 
staff, is one of the very smallest in the country.   
 
Members may wish to task officers with evaluating the additional resources 
required to attain the maximum score under the ‘use of resources’ 
assessment.  It must be stressed, however, that the 2008 assessment will be 
based upon achievements up to 31 March 2008 and, as such, even with much 
increased resources, improved performance is unlikely to be achieved in time 
for the 2008 assessment. 
 
Service Assessment 
 
The outcome of this assessment is primarily focussed upon performance 
against 10 Key Performance Indicators.  As with ‘direction of travel’ described 
above, performance against these indicators is regularly monitored by the 
Authority’s Audit and Performance Management Committee and it is 
anticipated on the basis of current performance that a top rating in this area 
will again be achieved for 2008. 

 
8 CPA Re-Categorisation 
 

Members will note from the attached national report that until 2009 the Audit 
Commission will provide FRAs with the opportunity to apply for a revision of 
their 2005 fire CPA category through a new corporate assessment.  They 
state that this will be carried out where fire and rescue services can show 
‘significant and sustainable improvement in outcomes for local people and 
good progress against the national framework requirements’.   
 
In view of the excellent results achieved in the 2007 performance assessment 
described above, Members are asked to consider whether they would wish to 
apply for a revision of their 2005 CPA category.  Members are asked to note, 
however, that any re-categorisation would only be applicable until the 
introduction of CAA next year and, as such, the amount of work required in 
preparation for the corporate assessment may not be considered to be an 
optimum use of resources. 

 
9 Financial Implications  
 

The financial implications associated with increasing the size of the finance 
department (for ‘use of resources’ assessment), or preparing for a corporate 
assessment have not been determined at this stage, pending the decisions of 
Members. 
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10 Legal Comment 
 

There are no direct legal implications arising from this report. 
 
11 Equality Impact Assessment 

 
Officers have considered the Service’s Brigade Order on Equality Impact 
Assessments (Personnel 5 Part 2) and have decided that there are no 
discriminatory practices or differential impacts upon specific groups arising 
from this report.  An Initial Equality Impact Assessment has not, therefore, 
been completed.  Members will, of course, be kept up-to-date on progress 
towards the achievement of ESLG Level 3 as described in Section 7.   
 

12 Appendices 
 
Appendix A 
Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority 
Fire and rescue performance assessment 2007 
 
Appendix B 
Fire and rescue performance assessment 
Scores and analysis of performance in fire and rescue authorities 2007 

 
13 Background Papers 
 

There are no background papers associated with this report. 
 
 
 
 
Implications of all of the following have been considered and, where they are 
significant (i.e. marked with an asterisk), the implications are detailed within the 
report itself. 
 
Balanced Score Card  Integrated Risk Management 

Planning 
 

Business Continuity Planning  Legal  
Capacity  Member Involvement  
Civil Contingencies Act  National Framework  
Comprehensive Performance Assessment  Operational Assurance  
Efficiency Savings * Retained  
Environmental  Risk and Insurance  
Financial * Staff  
Fire Control/Fire Link  Strategic Planning * 
Information Communications and 
Technology 

 West Midlands Regional 
Management Board 

 

Freedom of Information / Data Protection / 
Environmental Information 

 Equality Impact Assessment   * 

 



Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority

Fire and rescue performance assessment 2007

Comprehensive Performance Assessment (CPA) for Fire and Rescue Authorities was introduced in 2005 
when each authority was given a corporate assessment rating of either excellent, good, fair, weak or 
poor. Inspectors looked at issues like staff training, budget management and the way the service works 
within the community to make it safer and prevent fires from happening in the first place.

Additional elements give an overall assessment of services including how the authority performs 
operationally

In addition to Fire CPA 2005, fire and rescue authorities were assessed under the 2007 performance 
framework on three elements:

 What progress Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority has made in the last year – direction of travel
 How Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority manages its finances and provides value for money –

use of resources
 How Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority delivers its fire and rescue service – service assessment

The use of resources and service assessment are scored on the following scale:

1 = Inadequate performance – below minimum requirements
2 = Adequate performance – only at minimum requirements
3 = Performing well – consistently above minimum requirements
4 = Performing strongly – well above minimum requirements 

Overall performance for this fire and rescue authority

This is an authority that is improving strongly having demonstrated Good overall performance in 
2005.

SYINCELY
Text Box
Appendix A to report onFire and Rescue Performance Assessment 2007OutcomesShropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority13 February 2008



Direction of travel

What progress has Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority made in the last year

The following summary has been provided to support the 2007 direction of travel assessment:

This is a Fire and Rescue Authority (FRA) that is improving strongly. Shropshire and Wrekin 
FRA has made strong progress in delivering its priorities. Performance is better and improving 
faster than others in the numbers of accidental dwelling fires, deaths and injuries. Hoax calls 
and false alarms have dropped sharply. A step change in the level of prevention activity has 
significantly reduced risk in rural communities. The FRA is making an effective contribution to 
wider community outcomes and is improving access to services and its approach to equality 
and diversity. Water and road safety are key areas of focus. It is responsive to the needs of 
the communities it serves, through improved partnership working at a county level. Value for 
money is good and improving and the Service has exceeded its efficiency targets. The 
benchmarking of both costs and service performance is in place. There is a clear commitment 
to the Regional Management Board and other partners to increase capacity, gain resources 
and better deliver organisational objectives. The Service is well positioned to make further
improvements with strengthened corporate and financial planning across improvement 
priorities and improved financial capacity.

Use of resources

How Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority manages its finances and provides value 
for money

This use of resources judgement is drawn from five individual judgements provided by the Authority's 
appointed auditor:

Direction of travel 2006 2007

This assessment indicates the progress being made, or 
otherwise, to achieve improvement. improving well

improving
strongly

Use of resources 2006 2007

This assessment looks at financial accounting and reporting arrangements, how well 
the Authority plans and manages its finances and whether the Authority achieves 
value for money.

3 3

Auditor judgements 2007

Financial reporting 4

Financial management 3

Financial standing 3

Internal control 3

Value for money 3



Service assessment

How Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority delivers its fire and rescue service

The following summarises the operational assessment of service delivery:

Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service is performing well in all areas of service delivery and 
particularly strongly in operational preparedness. It has an effective risk management policy, 
and uses data to target community safety activity and ensure that the appropriate response to 
incidents. The Service is progressing a wide range of community safety initiatives with 
partners, and has set challenging targets for improvement. It has made significant investment 
in the retained service budget and this has seen tangible improvements in support and 
delivery arrangements for retained duty system staff. This has also led to increases in 
community safety and training activity. Call management arrangements are good with 
effective use of information and communication technology. Senior managers are committed 
to Government’s priorities, and are delivering an effective and efficient service. Overall the 
Service is performing well with strong local political support, and a clear focus on future 
service improvements

CPA 2005

How Shropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority performed in 2005

Please visit the Audit Commission website (www.audit-commission.gov.uk) for the full version of this
scorecard.

Service assessment 2006 2007

The overall service assessment is the Authority's performance in delivering the fire 
and rescue service and is constructed from two elements: performance indicators 
(PIs) and the OASD. 

4 4

CPA 2005 2005

We assessed the Authority on the way it was run and the delivery of its services. Our 
corporate assessment did not give an opinion on how well the fire and rescue service 
responded to emergency incidents. The assessment provided a baseline measurement that 
helps fire and rescue authorities focus on improvement. Fire and Rescue CPA 2005 was scored 
on the scale Poor/Weak/Fair/Good/Excellent. 

Good



Fire and rescue

National report

January 2008

Scores and analysis of performance in fire and rescue
authorities 2007

Fire and rescue
performance assessment

SYINCELY
Text Box
Appendix B to report onFire and Rescue Performance Assessment 2007OutcomesShropshire and Wrekin Fire Authority13 February 2008



The Audit Commission is an independent body responsible for
ensuring that public money is spent economically, efficiently and
effectively, to achieve high-quality local services for the public. Our
remit covers around 11,000 bodies in England, which between
them spend more than £180 billion of public money each year. Our
work covers local government, health, housing, community safety
and fire and rescue services.

As an independent watchdog, we provide important information on
the quality of public services. As a driving force for improvement in
those services, we provide practical recommendations and spread
best practice. As an independent auditor, we seek to ensure that
public services are good value for money and that public money is
properly spent.

For further information about the Audit Commission, visit our
website at www.audit-commission.gov.uk

Photographs: Shutterstock, Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service, Shout Pictures
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Summary
1 All fire servicesI in England have improved the safety of their local communities since our

last assessment but there is scope for further improvement. Fire services have become
better at preventing fires and reducing the impact on life and property when they do occur.
This has been achieved through a better understanding of who is at greatest risk from fire
and targeting efforts towards protecting people in the most vulnerable circumstances.

2 The number of fires in England continues to fall and fire deaths are at their lowest levels
since the 1950s. All but four (10 per cent) fire services are on track to achieve the
national target for a 20 per cent reduction in fire deaths by 2010. These fire services
have not been on target for two years or more and serve large populations.

3 All fire services are on track to meet the government’s target for reducing total numbers of
fires and they are performing well against national targets to reduce arson. However,
although targets are being met, there are concerns that performance is starting to level
off. This may have implications for performance in future years.

4 Direction of travel assessments for 2007 show that all fire services are improving. Over
half are improving well and five fire services (10 per cent) are improving strongly.
However the rate of improvement in almost a third (30 per cent) of fire services has
slowed. This is often due to weak performance management systems and insufficient
capacity to deliver priorities.

5 All fire services show great commitment to delivering imaginative campaigns to improve
community safety, such as projects to deter young people from starting fires or targeting
home fire risk assessments to have maximum impact in reducing deaths and injuries from
fire. But this is not always matched by rigorous evaluation of their impact. Almost half 
(45 per cent) of fire services cannot demonstrate the costs and benefits of their
community safety work. Only the better performing services can demonstrate real impact.

I References in this report to ‘fire services’ mean fire and rescue services in England and their responsible 
fire and rescue authority or the London Fire and Emergency Planning Authority.
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6 Partnership working is now a key feature in all fire services. Working with others such as
councils, police and health services helps fire services to deliver their targets. Working
with councils to reduce anti-social behaviour helps to reduce arson. Working with police
helps to improve road safety. Partnership working enables fire services to contribute to
wider outcomes such as improving local environments and providing support for
vulnerable older people. In high-performing areas, partnership working has evolved to the
extent that the fire service not only participates in local partnerships, but leads and
influences joint work to drive better outcomes.

7 In this year’s use of resources assessments 37 fire services (80 per cent) are performing
well, with 38 (83 per cent) retaining last year’s score. Fire services continue to have good
financial arrangements and most have reliable systems for financial reporting and manage
financial risks well. No fire service is performing inadequately, but equally only four fire
services (8 per cent) are performing strongly.

8 An important component of the overall use of resources assessment is the value for
money judgement. No fire service is performing strongly on this component. However, all
services are achieving some efficiency savings, and 31 fire services (67 per cent) are
meeting their efficiency targets. Some services are now improving value for money by
addressing more challenging issues such as levels of fire cover and staff numbers,
matching resources to risk and demand. Most are changing traditional shift systems and
working practices to free up resources for fire prevention work. Improvements in handling
999 emergency calls are reducing hoax calls and false alarms. This reduces unnecessary
call-outs, saving time and resources. All are working in partnership to build capacity for
community safety projects.

9 Business processes are improving. Better business planning is supporting the delivery of
local and national priorities. Integrated Risk Management Plans are of generally good
quality, with clearly defined local priorities based on a sound understanding of the most
vulnerable people and places. This has been achieved through better arrangements for
consulting local people and more effective work at the neighbourhood level. Performance
management has shown a marked improvement. Thirty-one (67 per cent) services have
significantly improved their approach this year. But there is still room for improvement in all
fire services, particularly in data quality and evaluation of outcomes.
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10 No fire service demonstrates good practice in its approach to equalities and diversity, so
senior managers and fire authority members need to improve their leadership in this area.
London Fire Brigade is one of the few services that is making a noticeable difference. All
can learn more from their public sector partners.

11 While awareness of equality and diversity is improving in all fire services, the lack of a
diverse workforce remains a major issue, because it significantly reduces the service’s
ability to reach and educate different communities about the risks from fire. It also reduces
the accessibility of the service to minority communities.

12 Even where the proportion of female firefighters and staff from minority ethnic
communities is increasing, numbers remain very low and are not representative of the
communities they serve. There are a few examples of services using partnership working
to increase the diversity of the public face of the service, for example using female
community safety staff and volunteers to support home fire risk assessments and
bilingual advocates to deliver fire safety messages. However, all fire services still have a
long way to go.
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1
Background

13 There are 46 fire and rescue services in England. County councils provide 15 fire services
and the rest are separate statutory bodies known as combined or metropolitan fire
services. London is the only regional fire service. Each service is accountable to a fire
authority of locally elected councillors who are members of the authority. Collectively, fire
services spent over £2.1 billion of public money in 2006/07. This is funded through a mix
of council tax and grants from government. The government’s comprehensive spending
review settlement will result in limited growth budgets over the next three years as well as
a target for at least 1.6 per cent annual efficiency savings.

14 The service employs around 50,300 people nationally, including 42,700 firefighters, 6,200
support staff and 1,400 control staff. Two-thirds of all fire stations are staffed by retained
(volunteer) firefighters. Retained firefighters respond to calls from work or home both day
and night. They attend the same type of calls as full-time staff and provide added cover
for many whole-time stations.

15 The role of the fire service in responding to emergencies is well understood and held in
high regard by the public. The service responds to individual emergencies as well as
large-scale fires and major incidents, such as the 2007 floods. In the last year there has
been a six per cent increase in major fires in business premises. The number of firefighter
deaths is the highest since 1957 following the tragic death of four firefighters at a single
factory fire last year.

16 As well as responding to emergencies, including fires, flooding and road traffic accidents,
the service works in communities to reduce risk and prevent fires. The total number of
fires recorded in England has fallen by over 20 per cent in the past five years. Deaths and
injuries from fire are at their lowest levels since the 1950s. The latest figures (Ref. 1) show
that the fire service attended 159,300 primaryI fires, a 6 per cent decrease on the
previous year. The number of accidental house fires decreased, continuing a steady
decline since 1985. Secondary firesII rose by 6 per cent, mainly because of an increase in
grass fires during the hot summer of 2006.

I Primary fires include all fires in buildings, vehicles, outdoor structures and any fire involving a casualty.

II Secondary fires are outdoor fires, including grassland, refuse fires and fires in derelict buildings.
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17 Fire services work in a wide range of social and geographical environments. Services
working in mainly rural areas face the challenge of small populations and long distances
to travel to emergencies. Those in urban areas deal with large populations in compact
localities. This leads to different fire risks and variations in the size and make-up of local
fire services. Rural services tend to be small and reliant on retained firefighters. Urban
services tend to be large and rely mainly on full-time firefighters.

Fire service modernisation
18 Fire services have been modernising over the last five years. At the heart of modernisation

is the emphasis on identifying risk and fire prevention. As a result the firefighter role has
changed to focus more on prevention and protection work in local communities. Fire
services now increasingly work with public and voluntary partners to improve fire safety
and to contribute to quality of life in local areas.

19 Fires affect the poorest people disproportionately. Those on the lowest incomes are 16
times more likely to die in a fire and 5 times more likely to be injured. The most isolated are
often the most vulnerable. The most at risk are often the hardest to reach. It is important
that fire services know their communities well and target preventative work towards those
at greatest risk.

20 Fire services need to be representative of the diverse communities they serve. Only then
can they understand and identify local needs and risks in neighbourhoods. Preventative
work requires a good understanding of very specific risks. Nationally, as of 31 March
2006 (the latest published statistics), figures show that across all services only 3 per cent
of staff are from minority ethnic backgrounds and 2.8 per cent of firefighters are women.

Assessing progress
21 Fire Comprehensive Performance Assessment (fire CPA), undertaken by the Commission

in 2005, assessed how well fire services were delivering fire and rescue services for local
people and communities.

22 This report sets out the scores and findings of the Audit Commission’s 2007 performance
assessment of fire and rescue services (Ref. 2). It comprises three scored elements that
assess the progress of fire modernisation:
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• a direction of travel assessment on the extent of improvement or deterioration in
service delivery in the last year;

• a use of resources assessment on how the service manages its finances, including an
explicit judgement on the extent to which the service provides value for money; and

• a service assessment, which looks at how effectively the fire service plans and
responds to emergencies and incidents for local residents and businesses.

Figure 1
Fire and rescue performance assessment 2007

Source: Audit Commission
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2
Direction of travel

23 The direction of travel assessment measures improvement or deterioration in service delivery
including the delivery of the national framework priorities (Ref. 3). It indicates the rate of
progress made over the last year and assesses the ability to improve further. There is an
overall direction of travel judgement expressed as one of four categories: improving strongly;
improving well; improving adequately; and not improving adequately (or no improvement).

24 This year’s direction of travel assessments show that:

• all fire services are continuing to improve. However, the rate of improvement has
slowed in almost a third (14) of fire services, which have moved down a category;

• 5 fire services (10 per cent) are now improving strongly compared with only 2 fire
services (4 per cent) last year; and 

• 18 fire services (39 per cent) have maintained the same rate of improvement
(improving adequately or improving well) as last year.

Figure 2
Direction of travel
All fire services have continued to improve in the last year.

Source: Audit Commission 
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Direction of travel category 2006 Change 2007

Improving strongly 2 5

Improving well 30 23

Improving adequately 15 18

No improvement 0 0

Total fire services 47 46
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25 Services that have moved down a direction of travel category this year, such as Cornwall
Fire and Rescue Service and Humberside Fire and Rescue Service, have done so
because they have not sustained their earlier rates of improvement in outcomes such as
reducing injuries from fires. The main reasons for the slow down are insufficient capacity
to deliver priorities in a sustained way and weak performance management systems.

Figure 3
Direction of travel scores by fire service
Combined and metropolitan fire services improving more strongly.

Source: Audit Commission

26 There remains a correlation between the direction of travel results and fire CPA scores
determined in 2005. Services with a fire CPA score of good or excellent have tended to
improve their direction of travel categories. Seven of the 18 fire services scoring fair in
CPA have remained in the same direction of travel category as last year, although 4
moved into a higher category and 6 fell to a lower category. Services categorised as poor
or weak in 2005 are not improving as quickly as those that achieved higher fire CPA
scores in 2005. The performance of county council fire services is closely linked to that of
their county council. No county fire authorities are in the top direction of travel category of
improving strongly.
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Figure 4
Map of direction of travel scores
Fire services with higher fire CPA scores continue to improve at a faster rate.

Source: Audit Commission
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Key findings from the 2007 direction of travel
assessment
All fire services continue to improve

27 This year all services were in the improving adequately category or above. But the extent
of improvement in national performance indicators varies considerably. To illustrate this,
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service has the highest percentage of national indicators
improved this year (82 per cent) and Hereford and Worcestershire Fire and Rescue
Service the lowest (34 per cent). Dorset Fire and Rescue Service has the highest
percentage of indicators in the top quartile nationally (56 per cent) and Avon Fire and
Rescue Service has the lowest (9 per cent).

Case study 1
Dorset Fire and Rescue Service

High performance and good customer satisfaction
Dorset Fire and Rescue Service is achieving high levels of service performance and
increasing its rate of improvement. In 2006/07 the Service improved against 
79 per cent of national performance indicators and 56 per cent were among the
best, making the Service the highest performer nationally. It achieved this through
good performance management and scrutiny. The Service met 87 per cent of its
targets, improving performance in all areas apart from the number of deliberate
fires, which increased slightly. At the same time the Service reduced expenditure
from £32.40 per head of population to £30.50 (5.9 per cent). An independent survey
shows that 64 per cent of residents are satisfied with Dorset’s fire service.

Knowing local communities is helping fire services protect the
people most at risk

28 All fire services are now more outward looking. Knowing their local communities helps
higher performing services to target efforts and deploy resources to achieve maximum
impact. For example, Cumbria Fire and Rescue Service has improved its engagement
with vulnerable people living in isolated rural areas. Outreach services in South Lakeland
include using the rural library van to target high-risk households for home fire risk
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assessments. Bedfordshire Fire and Rescue Service works with the county travellers’
liaison service to deliver a programme of smoke alarm installation on traveller sites. 

Case study 2
Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service

Understanding the community helps improve fire safety
Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service uses its knowledge of local communities to target
those at highest risk and connect with new communities. It is a partner in Migrant
Workers North West, an organisation providing advice and support. A Polish speaking
community safety worker provides community fire safety messages for inclusion in
welcome packs for new residents. Fire stations are used to run English as a second
language courses. Using female volunteers, the Service is increasing home fire risk
assessments in homes in the Asian community. These approaches are helping to break
down barriers and increase the take-up of fire safety messages. Lancashire’s work
means people are less vulnerable and better able to protect themselves from fire.

Working with others is improving quality of life 
29 Fire services are working more effectively with partners to improve both fire safety and

overall quality of life for local people. Thirty-four fire services (74 per cent) improved
partnership working by being clearer about their own priorities and how others can help
deliver them. In Essex, hoax calls have reduced by 24 per cent following targeted
campaigns involving two theatre group initiatives which reached over 10,000 young
people in 2006/07. Partnership working is enabling services to carry out better targeted
home fire risk assessments. For example, Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service works with
Age Concern to increase home fire safety visits for vulnerable older people.
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Case study 3
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service

Working with partners makes Cheshire safer
Cheshire Fire and Rescue Service has improved the safety of local people. The
Service has a good knowledge of its communities. Its targeted programme of home
fire risk assessments means people in Cheshire are now less likely to suffer death,
injury or property damage from fire. The Service works in partnership in Ellesmere Port
to install smoke alarms, and on road safety initiatives and youth engagement work.
This partnership working has reduced house fires, road casualties and arson, with
below average costs and continued high levels of efficiency savings. 

30 All services are complying with their statutory responsibility in respect of local crime and
disorder reduction partnerships (CDRPs). Fire services contribute to the reduction of
crime and anti-social behaviour in local communities, and in doing so are better able to
achieve their targets for reducing arson. For example, working with the police, the County
Durham and Darlington Fire and Rescue Service achieved a 50 per cent reduction in
deliberate secondary fires in a five-month period. In Lancashire, work with CDRPs to
speed up identification and removal of abandoned vehicles has reduced deliberate
vehicle fires by 30 per cent. 

31 There are limited examples of fire services not just contributing to partnerships but leading
joint work and collaboration in their local area. An increasing number of local area
agreements (LAA) include targets for fire reduction, fire safety, home fire risk assessments
or improvements in road safety. This provides opportunities to access additional funding.
For example, South Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service, working in partnership with
Sheffield City Council, gained £1.2 million in performance reward grant for arson
reduction in 2006/07.

32 The work of firefighters is highly valued by the public, but attacks on them are becoming
more frequent, particularly in urban areas. Services are addressing this by supporting
their staff in dealing with incidents and through more effective partnership working. For
example, Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service secured support from local
councils to fund CCTV cameras on all first response fire engines. Attacks in Greater
Manchester have reduced by nearly two-thirds, from 280 to 100, in a year.
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Lack of evaluation of community safety work makes it difficult to
demonstrate success

33 Prevention work in vulnerable communities is reducing the incidence of fire. The number
of house fires reduced by 6 per cent between 2005 and 2006 (Ref. 1). Home fire risk
assessments, which include escape plans and fitting smoke alarms, is reducing the
impact of fires on life and property. For example, Shropshire Fire and Rescue Service
doubled the number of home fire risk assessments carried out by retained firefighters last
year. As a result, risks have been lowered significantly for residents in rural areas. The
West Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service can demonstrate the link between decreases in
deaths and injuries from fire and the increase in home fire risk assessments.

34 All fire services have designed imaginative community safety projects which are often
delivered in partnership. However, many do not evaluate the effectiveness of these
projects, relying instead on anecdotal evidence or descriptions of activity rather than
outcomes. Evaluation of initiatives improved in 26 services (57 per cent) last year. But
there is still room for improvement across all fire services. Sound evaluation enables
services to be confident that their projects are the most effective and represent good
value for money. 

35 Better performing fire services set clear and measurable goals. They are clear about the
outcomes they seek to achieve through their community safety work. For example, Essex
Fire and Rescue Service runs a life skills course for 13-17 year olds who are assessed as
potentially at risk of offending. It is independently evaluated. Of the 568 participants, 38
per cent went on to secure a college place and 36 per cent found full-time employment.
The Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service’s evaluation of a project for young pre-drivers
shows participants are 50 per cent less likely to have an accident in the first three years of
driving. Rigorous approaches to evaluation mean services can be clear about the benefits
of their work.

Slow progress on equalities and diversity
36 A representative workforce makes the fire service more accessible to minority

communities and inspires confidence. Fire safety messages are likely to be more effective
if they take more account of differing needs, circumstances and risks. 
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37 No fire service is an exemplar of best practice in its approach to equality and diversity.
Just over half of fire services have improved their approach this year but this is from a low
base. Three per cent of firefighters come from black and minority ethnic communities and
fewer still are women. This is against government targets of 7 per cent ethnic minority
staff and 15 per cent women firefighters by 2009.

38 All fire services express a commitment to improving workforce diversity in their plans and
strategies. Some services are beginning to turn this commitment into a reality. For
example, Gloucestershire Fire and Rescue Service has the highest percentage of female
firefighters, double the national average. It has increased the number of women in senior
positions and is the best performing service nationally for the number of staff with a
disability. This results from effective recruitment policies. The London Fire Brigade
continues to make good progress particularly in improving diversity at senior levels. It has
also increased the number of women firefighters to 3.4 per cent and minority ethnic
firefighters to 10 per cent.

39 Despite expressing commitment to equality and diversity, fire services are failing to make
a noticeable difference with their efforts. All are struggling to put good intentions into
practice with a small number making no progress at all.

40 Senior managers and fire authority members need to improve their leadership of equality
and diversity. For example, authority members acting as champions for equality and
diversity make a difference, but this only happens in a small minority of services.

Community leadership is developing
41 Fire authority members are beginning to develop their community leadership roles. In a

few services they are driving the modernisation agenda, but this is not typical. The lack of
engagement by members is a factor in the quality of fire services. Higher performing
services provide good training and development opportunities and members take a lead
role in partnerships. Improvement in community outcomes is best where members
demonstrate strong leadership, championing local service improvements.
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Case study 4
Staffordshire Fire and Rescue Service

Effective community leadership
Staffordshire Fire Authority members are closely involved in local community safety
work. Each area-based community safety team includes an Authority member who
works with local people and community safety staff to identify and tackle local
problems. Members monitor service performance in their local area. They meet
regularly to discuss community safety and share experiences. As a result, local people
are more engaged with safety projects and learning about what works best is shared
across areas.

Business processes are improving
42 Business processes are improving in all fire services. Strategic and service planning is

good, but the effectiveness is limited by a lack of evaluation and, in some services, weak
performance management. 

43 Integrated Risk Management Plans are generally of good quality with clearly defined local
priorities based on a good understanding of the most vulnerable people and places.
Services consult well with partners to make sure that plans are aligned and they share
information and intelligence about local communities well. 

44 Services are now better at planning activities to achieve targets. Expenditure is more
firmly linked to priority areas. Staff, authority members and the public are aware of what
services are trying to achieve. 

45 The 2005 CPA identified performance management as a weakness in all services. 
Thirty-one services (67 per cent) have now improved in this area. Better systems for
collecting data and monitoring progress are providing services with a clearer picture of
how well they are doing against their own priorities and the priorities in the national
framework. Services are better able to target efforts and resources to priority areas. This
leaves 16 services (35 per cent) that are not improving their performance management
arrangements, and all services have further room for improvement.
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46 The more successful services, such as Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service and Shropshire
Fire and Rescue Service, have built a performance culture throughout their organisations.

Case study 5
Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service

A strong performance management culture drives results 
Merseyside Fire and Rescue Service has built a culture of managing performance to
drive improvement. Performance management is integrated in day-to-day activity at
all levels of the Service. There is a rigorous approach to collecting and analysing data,
not only within the Service itself, but also in work with partners. Performance
management agreements with strategic partners, including five local councils, keep
joint work on track. Information on performance is easily accessed through the
Service’s website and set out clearly in public documents. Local people can see what
the Service is trying to achieve and how well it is doing.

47 Working with smaller budgets and fewer staff is a challenge for the smaller services.
However, there are some good examples of building capacity without increasing
spending. For example, Derbyshire Fire and Rescue Service is increasing capacity in key
operational and support areas. It created 66 new posts this year, funded largely by
efficiency savings. Hampshire Fire and Rescue Service has developed a Personnel
Reserve System. This system identifies excess capacity in night-shifts and releases it to
deliver community safety work. In this way services increase capacity to deliver priorities
without over-stretching their budgets.

48 In April 2007 Devon and Somerset fire services combined into a single new fire service.
Early signs are that the new service is delivering better outcomes, is improving value for
money and is in a stronger position to drive further improvement and sustain this in the
longer term.

49 Different standards of training and expectations of competence between whole-time and
retained firefighters remain. As a result, the public does not always receive a consistent
standard of service and firefighters face differing degrees of risk when tackling fires.
However, some services are narrowing the gap by making sure that whole-time and
retained firefighters are recruited and trained to the same standards.
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Engagement with regional management boards is not consistent 
50 Regional management boards (RMB) were created to bring a regional dimension to fire

services. They aim to improve collaboration, particularly around six priorities: fire
investigation; resilience plans for large scale emergencies; personnel and human resource
functions; training; regional control centres; and regional procurement. RMBs that function
well help fire services deliver improvements by increasing capacity through collaboration.

51 The extent to which fire services are engaged in the RMB varies. In some regions, such as
the North West and West Midlands, engagement is good and working together is
bringing real benefits. In others areas, such as the South West, the fire services support
their RMB but have been slow to exploit the opportunities of working together and are
making less progress.

52 Last year’s major floods tested fire services’ resilience plans. Effective responses
required good collaboration. This included sharing high volume pumping equipment,
boats and boat crew. Hereford and Worcester Fire and Rescue Service provided the
national control centre. It is important that all services and RMBs review and learn
lessons from these experiences.
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3
Use of resources

53 The use of resources assessment considers how well the fire service manages and uses
its financial resources. It focuses on the importance of sound and strategic financial
management to ensure that resources are available to support the service’s priorities,
improve service delivery and provide value for money. Services are scored on a four point
scale: 1 (inadequate performance); 2 (adequate performance); 3 (performing well); and 
4 (performing strongly). The overall score comprises scored assessments of five themes:
financial management; financial reporting; internal control; financial standing; and value
for money.

Figure 5
Use of resources scores
Most services (80 per cent) are performing well.

Source: Audit Commission
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Use of resources category 2006 Change 2007

Performing strongly 3 4

Performing well 37 37

Adequate performance 7 6

Inadequate performance 0 0

Total fire services 47 47
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54 The use of resources assessments show that:

• overall there has been little change;

• 37 fire services (80 per cent) are performing well;

• 4 fire services (8 per cent) achieved the highest score of performing strongly, 3
services have now achieved this for a second year; and

• the performance in 3 services (6 per cent), Cornwall, Essex and Humberside, declined
to improving adequately.

Key findings from the 2007 use of resources
assessment

55 Forty-one (89 per cent) fire services are performing well or performing strongly with 38 fire
services (83 per cent) retaining their score of performing well from last year. Fire services
continue to have good financial arrangements.

56 Financial management is generally sound. For example, Warwickshire Fire and Rescue
Service has a high-quality medium-term financial strategy ensuring that service priorities
receive satisfactory funding and priorities are shared with partners through the LAA.

57 Most fire services have reliable systems for financial reporting with only two services,
Cornwall Fire and Rescue Service and the Isles of Scilly Fire and Rescue Service, scoring
below adequate performance. North Yorkshire Fire and Rescue Service is one of seven
services (15 per cent) performing strongly in this theme. It has consistently improved the
quality of accounts and working papers. The Authority has good quality information to
support its decisions about the use of resources. 

58 Financial standing assesses how well a fire service manages its spending within available
resources. Forty-two (91 per cent) services are performing well or performing strongly in
this area. Kent Fire and Rescue Service is a top performer. Its approach means it has kept
within budget for the last three years and has built an appropriate level of reserves. As a
result there are no existing financial pressures threatening the Service’s ability to achieve
its ambitions and priorities. 
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Figure 6
Use of resources theme scores
Overall there has been little improvement.

Source: Audit Commission

59 Internal control assesses whether a service maintains a sound system of checks to
manage its financial risks and ensures proper use of public money. Only three services are
performing strongly with the rest performing adequately or well in this area. The top
performers set a good example for others. Risk management arrangements in Cleveland
Fire and Rescue Service are fully integrated into performance management and strategic
planning frameworks down to station level. Other fire services have successfully adopted
Cleveland’s approach. 
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60 No service was assessed as performing strongly in respect of value for money. There
were few changes, with most services achieving the same score as last year. All services
are performing either adequately or well.

61 Services are increasingly realising efficiency savings from risk-based deployment and
modernising working practices. Higher performers are tackling challenging issues such
as changing shift patterns, structures and levels of fire cover.

Case study 6
Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service

Delivering efficiencies alongside improving service
By the end of 2006/07, Greater Manchester Fire and Rescue Service achieved 
£12 million in efficiency savings. The Rostering for Duty project, a flexible approach 
to deploying operational resources, is delivering over £3 million annual efficiency
savings and enabling more family friendly working practices. The project won a
European public sector innovation award for optimising resources. Local emergency
response standards and targets for crewing levels are being exceeded. The Service is
therefore providing value for money with efficiency savings secured alongside
improved quality of service.

62 Other examples of effective use of resources include County Durham and Darlington
Fire and Rescue Service which saved £1 million by changing the number of firefighters
on each fire engine without compromising safety. A review of the duty system freed up
1,000 days of firefighter time for community safety work. Cumbria Fire and Rescue
Service saved £640,000 by introducing retained cover at Kendal and achieved further
savings through a more risk-based fire inspection scheme. Derbyshire Fire and Rescue
Service achieved £2.48 million in savings over the past three years, exceeding its
efficiency target of £1.64 million through improved procurement and adopting a
regional approach to fire investigation.
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63 Five fire services dealt with major floods in their areas last year. The Audit Commission
report Staying Afloat (Ref. 4) showed that the total extra cost to these services was just
over £2 million, ranging from £250,000 in Hereford and Worcestershire to at least
£735,000 for South Yorkshire. Most of these costs are staff related. They include overtime
and extra payments to local firefighters and payments to neighbouring services which lent
staff and equipment under mutual aid agreements. 

64 Services are improving efficiency through better procurement. Kent Fire and Rescue
Service has set up joint insurance arrangements with other fire services. It shares support
services with local councils and is reviewing its vehicle purchase scheme to deliver
efficiencies. 

65 Tackling operational issues such as hoax calls is improving value for money through fewer
unnecessary call-outs. London Fire Brigade reduced hoax calls by 20 per cent since
2005/06. Suffolk Fire and Rescue Service improved its call management approach and
as a result hoax calls fell by 39 per cent. The Service is using the money saved to improve
community safety.
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4
Service assessment

66 The fire and rescue service assessment comprises two elements: the operational
assessment of service delivery (OASD) carried out in 2006; and an analysis of
performance information for 2006/07. The operational assessment element focuses on
how well a fire service plans to respond to emergencies and prevent incidents. The
performance information element brings together a suite of best value performance
indicators to measure the outcomes from the fire service’s work in responding to fires.
The measures include:

• the number of primary fires;

• deaths and injuries resulting from fires; and

• the number of deliberate fires.

67 The 2007 service assessment is not directly comparable with the 2006 assessment as
the Commission, in consultation with the sector, included a number of additional
performance indicators to reflect performance better.

68 Adjustments for deprivation are made where there is a clear link between local deprivation
and performance, for example, fires occurring in high occupancy, deprived
neighbourhoods. The service assessment is scored on a four-point scale: 1 (inadequate);
2 (adequate); 3 (performing well); 4 (performing strongly). 

69 Two fire services, Kent and Medway Fire and Rescue Service, and Merseyside Fire and
Rescue Service do not have a 2007 service assessment because they achieved a score
of excellent in the 2005 CPA and are therefore exempt from this assessment. The Isles of
Scilly Fire and Rescue Service is also excluded this year as it is not required to publish a
number of national performance indicators. 

70 The service assessment shows that:

• 11 fire services (25 per cent) are performing strongly;

• 17 fire services (38 per cent) are performing well; and

• no fire service is performing inadequately.
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Figure 7
Service assessment scores 2007
All fire services provide at least an adequate service.

Source: Audit Commission

Key findings from the service assessment
71 The 2006 OASD provided a judgement on how well fire services are preparing for, and

responding to, emergency incidents. The judgement is valid for three years and was
based on assessments undertaken by the Department for Communities and Local
Government for the Audit Commission. 

72 The 2006 OASD assessments found that 6 services (13 per cent) were providing an
adequate service overall; 28 (62 per cent) were performing well and 11 (25 per cent)
performing strongly. The Isle of Wight was the only service to score as inadequate in
preparation and response to emergencies. Overall, the assessment found that fire
services perform less well in emergency response than protection and prevention.

73 The operational assessment found that:

• the health and safety of firefighters is a clear priority for services;
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• firefighter training is becoming more risk based, but training for retained staff and staff
above the watch manager grade is not consistent;

• effective debriefing following calls to emergencies takes place in all services, but some
do not act on the lessons they learn;

• handling emergency calls is consistently effective across all the services; and

• risk analysis and prevention and protection from fires were found to be well managed
in all services.

74 In 2008, the Audit Commission will assess how fire services have addressed the issues
identified in the operational assessment. We will report our findings as part of the direction
of travel assessment in 2009.

75 In this year’s service assessments, the combined score for performance indicators and
the 2006 OASD, 11 fire services (25 per cent) are in the highest category of performing
strongly; 18 (41 per cent) are performing well; 15 (34 per cent) are performing adequately;
and no service has inadequate performance. In general terms there has been no
significant change in the service assessment scores nationally in the last year.

76 All services are on track to deliver national targets for reducing primary fires and are
performing well against the national targets for reducing deliberate primary fires. 

77 All but four services (10 per cent) are also on track to achieve or exceed the national
target for reduction in fire deaths by 2010. The exceptions are: County Durham and
Darlington; Greater Manchester; Lancashire and West Yorkshire fire services. These
services together serve almost 7 million people. Cleveland, Humberside, South Yorkshire
fire services and London Fire Brigade have all made progress in reducing deaths this year
and have brought performance back on track since last year.

78 All fire services are on track to meet the government’s target for reducing total numbers of
fires and they are performing well against national targets to reduce arson. However, while
targets are being met there are concerns that performance is starting to level off. This may
have implications for performance in future years.

79 Seven services (16 per cent) are among the poorest performers for the number of fires
where a smoke alarm was not fitted in the property. Fire services should target their fire
prevention work at those who are most likely to suffer fires. Fitting smoke alarms in the
homes of the most vulnerable relies on having a good knowledge of the local community.
It is also one of the most effective ways of preventing deaths and injuries from fire. 
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5
Future assessments of fire and
rescue services 
Performance assessment in 2008

80 The Audit Commission will continue with the current approach to performance assessment
of the fire service in 2008. This will enable direct comparison to be made with previous
years’ scores and will enable the Commission to assess fire services’ improvement.

81 Until 2009 the Audit Commission will provide fire services with the opportunity to apply for a
revision of their 2005 fire CPA category through a new corporate assessment. This will be
carried out where fire services can show significant and sustainable improvement in
outcomes for local people and good progress against the national framework requirements.
New fire CPA scores will be reported on completion of the corporate assessment.

82 The Commission may also consider carrying out a corporate assessment for fire services
that show a significant decline in performance. The evidence for this decline in
performance would include the annual performance assessment and other information
available to the Commission. 

83 Cleveland Fire and Rescue Service and Lancashire Fire and Rescue Service have applied
to have a new corporate assessment. Their new fire CPA category will be reported later in
2008.

Comprehensive Area Assessment
84 Fire CPA is being replaced by Comprehensive Area Assessment (CAA) from April 2009.

CAA will provide the first independent assessment of the prospects for local areas and the
quality of life for people living there. It will assess how well fire services work together with
local councils, the police and other agencies to improve the quality of life in the local area.

85 CAA will put the experience of citizens, service users and local taxpayers at the centre of
the new local assessment framework. It will have a particular focus on those whose
circumstances make them vulnerable. This means that CAA will look at how local public
services work in partnership to tackle the challenges facing their communities. It will:
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• act as a catalyst for improvement in the quality of life for citizens, the experience of
people who use services and value for money for taxpayers; 

• provide a source of independent information and assurance for citizens, users and
central government; and 

• help to coordinate, rationalise and target inspection, improvement support and
intervention where they are most needed. 

86 Fire services will be expected to demonstrate clearly that they:

• understand the risks and diverse needs of the communities they serve;

• are clear what this means for their priorities and their partners’ priorities;

• use accurate local data and intelligence to plan, prepare and resource priorities;

• work with partners to deliver agreed local priorities; and

• evaluate their work to show that priorities are being delivered.

87 The main inspectorates responsible for assessing public sector organisations and
services are developing CAA together. They are: the Audit Commission; Commission for
Social Care Inspection; Healthcare Commission; HM Inspectorate of Constabulary; HM
Inspectorate of Prisons; HM Inspectorate of Probation; and Ofsted. The new CAA
framework will be in place from April 2009. A joint inspectorate consultation on CAA was
published in November 2007 (Ref. 5).

88 The Commission will continue to work closely with the fire and rescue sector and other
stakeholders to develop our approach to assessing the service from 2009 onwards.

89 More information on CAA can be found at www.audit-commission.gov.uk/caa.
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Appendix 1
Summary of assessment scores
The table overleaf displays the 2005 fire CPA score followed by the 2007 direction of
travel, use of resources and service assessment overall scores. Services are listed in
alphabetical order. The change from the 2006 score is also shown where applicable. 
The 2007 service assessment score is not directly comparable to the 2006 score.

Direction of travel assessments are scored on a four-point scale from: improving
strongly (the highest score); improving well; improving adequately; to no improvement
(the lowest score). Use of resources and service assessments are scored on a 
four-point scale from 1 to 4 where 4 is the highest possible score and 1 the lowest. 
A score of 2 represents adequate performance. The information is a summary of that
provided on each fire and rescue authority’s scorecard on the Audit Commission
website: www.audit-commission.gov.uk/fire.

Notes
Up one category

Down one category

No change in category

No Score Indicates that the authority does not have a current fire CPA score

N/A This assessment is not applicable for the authority
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Direction of travel Use of resources
Service

assessment

Fire authority
2005 fire
CPA score 2007

Change 
from 2006 2007

Change 
from 2006 2007

Avon Fire Authority Fair Adequately 3 2

Bedfordshire and Luton Weak Well 3 3
Combined Fire Authority

Buckinghamshire and Milton Weak Well 2 2
Keynes Fire Authority

Cambridgeshire and Good Adequately 3 2
Peterborough Fire Authority

Cheshire Good Strongly 3 4
Fire and Rescue Authority

Cleveland Fair Well 3 4
Fire Authority

Cornwall Fair Adequately 2 2
Fire And Rescue Authority

County Durham and Darlington Fair Adequately 3 2
Fire and Rescue Authority

Cumbria Fair Well 3 4
Fire and Rescue Authority

Derbyshire Fire Authority Fair Well 3 3

Devon and Somerset No Score Adequately N/A N/A N/A N/A
Fire and Rescue Authority
Prior to 1/4/2007 this FRA was:

– Devon Good N/A N/A 3 3
– Fire and Rescue Authority

– Somerset Fair N/A N/A 3 3
– Fire and Rescue Authority

Dorset Fire Authority Good Well 3 4

East Sussex Fire Authority Fair Well 3 3

Essex Fire Authority Fair Well 2 4
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Direction of travel Use of resources
Service

assessment

Fire authority
2005 fire
CPA score 2007

Change 
from 2006 2007

Change 
from 2006 2007

Gloucestershire Good Well 3 3
Fire and Rescue Authority

Greater Manchester Good Well 4 2
Fire and Rescue Authority

Hampshire Good Well 3 4
Fire and Rescue Authority

Hereford And Worcester Good Adequately 3 4
Fire And Rescue Authority

Hertfordshire Fair Adequately 3 3
Fire and Rescue Authority

Humberside Fire Authority Fair Adequately 2 3

Isle Of Wight Poor Adequately 2 3
Fire and Rescue Authority

Isles of Scilly Fair Well 2 N/A
Fire and Rescue Authority

Kent and Medway Excellent Strongly 4 N/A
Fire and Rescue Authority

Lancashire Combined Fair Strongly 3 2
Fire Authority

Leicester, Leicestershire and Good Adequately 3 2
Rutland Combined Fire Authority

Lincolnshire Fire Authority Poor Well 3 3

London Fire and Emergency Good Strongly 3 3
Planning Authority

Merseyside Excellent Well 4 N/A
Fire And Rescue Authority

Norfolk Fire Authority Good Adequately 3 3

North Yorkshire Good Adequately 3 4
Fire and Rescue Authority
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Direction of travel Use of resources
Service

assessment

Fire authority
2005 fire
CPA score 2007

Change 
from 2006 2007

Change 
from 2006 2007

Northamptonshire Fire Authority Weak Adequately 3 2

Northumberland Fire Authority Fair Adequately 3 3

Nottinghamshire & City of Fair Adequately 3 2
Nottingham Fire and Rescue 
Authority

Oxfordshire Fire Authority Good Well 3 4

Royal Berkshire Fire Authority Good Well 3 3

Shropshire and Wrekin Good Strongly 3 4
Fire Authority

South Yorkshire Weak Well 3 2
Fire and Rescue Authority

Stoke on Trent and Staffordshire Good Well 3 3
Fire and Rescue Authority

Suffolk Fire Authority Fair Well 3 3

Surrey Fire and Rescue Authority Good Well 3 2

Tyne and Wear Fair Well 3 2
Fire and Rescue Authority

Warwickshire Good Adequately 3 2
Fire and Rescue Authority

West Midlands Good Well 3 2
Fire and Rescue Authority

West Sussex Fair Adequately 3 3
Fire and Rescue Authority

West Yorkshire Good Well 4 2
Fire and Rescue Authority

Wiltshire and Swindon Weak Adequately 3 4
Fire Authority
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